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he National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901. The
Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the nation's science and technology and facilitate
their effective application for public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts research and provides: (1) a
basis for the nation's physical measurement system, (2) scientific and technological services for industry and
government, (3) a technical basis for equity in trade, and (4) technical services to promote public safety.
The Bureau's technical work is performed by the National Measurement Laboratory, the National
Engineering Laboratory, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Institute for Materials
Science and Engineering

m

The National Measurement Laboratory
Provides the national system of physical and chemical measurement;
coordinates the system with measurement systems of other nations and
furnishes essentiaJ services leading to accurate and uniform physical and
chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, industry, and commerce; provides advisory and research services to other
Government agencies; conducts physical and chemical research; develops,
produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides
calibration services. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

TTie National Engineering

•

Basic Standards^

•

Radiation Research

• Chemical Physics
• Analytical Chemistry

Laboratory

Provides technology and technical services to the public and private sectors to
address national needs and to solve national problems; conducts research in
engineering and applied science in support of these efforts; builds and maintains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this
research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement
capabilities; provides engineering measurement traceability services; develops
test methods and proposes engineering standards and code changes; develops
and proposes new engineering practices; and develops and improves
mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate user. The

Applied Mathematics
Electronics

and

Electrical

Engineering^

Manufacturing Engineering
Building Technology
Fire Research

Chemical Engineering^

Laboratory consists of the following centers:

The

Institute for

Computer Sciences and Technology

Conducts research and provides

scientific and technical services to aid
Federal agencies in the selection, acquisition, application, and use of computer technology to improve effectiveness and economy in Government
operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759), relevant

Programming Science and
Technology

Computer Systems
Engineering

Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing
the Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal
standards guidelines, and managing Federal participation in
voluntary standardization activities; provides scientific and technological ad-

ADP

ADP

and assistance to Federal agencies; and provides the technical
foundation for computer-related policies of the Federal Government. The Institute consists of the following centers:
visory services

The

Institute for Materials Science

and Engineering

Conducts research and provides measurements, data, standards, reference
materials, quantitative understanding and other technical information fundamental to the processing, structure, properties and performance of materials;
addresses the scientific basis for new advanced materials technologies; plans
research around cross-country scientific themes such as nondestructive
evaluation and phase diagram development; oversees Bureau-wide technical
programs in nuclear reactor radiation research and nondestructive evaluation; and broadly disseminates generic technical information resulting from
its programs. The Institute consists of the following Divisions:

Headquarters and Laboratories
Gaithersburg,

at

Gaithersburg,

MD,

unless otherwise noted; mailing address

MD 20899.

'Some divisions within the center are located
'Located at Boulder,

CO,

with

at

some elements

Boulder,

CO

80303.

at Gaithersburg,

MD.

Ceramics
Fracture and Deformation

Polymers
Metallurgy
Reactor Radiation
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ABSTRACT
This document provides guidance in planning ^ind managing acceptance testing of
computer software. It emphasizes the need for quantitative acceptance criteria and
itemized test cases and procedures.
for

It

provides a checklist of activities to be performed

planning and managing acceptance testing.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Under the Brooks Act, the National Bureau of Standards Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology (ICST) promotes the cost effective selection, acquisition, and utilization of automatic data processing resources within Federal agencies.

ICST

efforts

include research in computer science and technology, direct technical assistance, and the

development

of

Federal

standards

for

data

processing

equipment,

practices,

and

software.

ICST has

published several documents on software verification, validation and testing
is addressed to those who purchase, develop,
or use software and to those who manage these software activities. It discusses

as part of this responsibility. This report
test,

management

responsibilities

and provides technical direction

for the acceptance testing

The basic definition of acceptance testing given in the "Guideline
Vahdation, Verification, and Testing for Computer Software," FIPS PUB

of computer software.
for Lifecycle

101 [FIPS 101]

is

expanded to include additional analysis

activities.

This report is directed principally to the acceptance of custom-built software (e.g., a
new software system or a new release of an existing software system developed for a
specific customer.) Management responsibilities for acceptance testing are summarized,
with a more detailed checklist of activities provided in Appendix A. A list of topics to
be included in an acceptance test plan and suggestions for developing quantitative,
requirements based acceptance criteria are presented. Different approaches to acceptance testing are cited and acceptance testing activities throughout the software lifecycle
are discussed.
2.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING DEFINED

Acceptance testing is defined as "formal testing conducted to determine whether a
software system satisfies its acceptance criteria and to enable the customer to determine
whether to accept the system" [FIPSlOl]. Formal testing includes the planning and execution of several kinds of tests,

(e.g.,

functional, volume, performance tests) to

demon-

that the implen'snted software satisfies the customer requirements for the
software system. In addition to functionality, customer software requirements may
strate

include attributes such as hardware/software optimization, user interfaces, and effective

program documentation [HOLL73]. Acceptance testing should demonstrate that all of
the customer requirements are satisfied. The complete set of system requirements and
acceptance criteria form the basis from which to determine the overall approach to
acceptance testing and the specific testing and examination methods. The tasks of
acceptance testing are shown in Figure 1.
Acceptance testing may be included as part of the validation, verification and testing
(W&T) program for computer software, or it may be managed independent of the
program. It is important that the distinction between the objectives of
are to discover
and acceptance testing is clearly understood. The objectives of
errors and to show correctness while the objective of acceptance testing is to demonstrate that the software system is acceptable to the customer. Of course, acceptance
and acceptance testing,
testing may also uncover additional errors. For both
has high visibility throughout the
planning efforts begin early in the life cycle.
entire software development process, but for acceptance testing the principal testing
activities usually occur after system testing. System testing (typically concerned with
integration, file handling, correct parameter passing, validation of the system to the
design, etc.) is usually performed in the developer's environment. Acceptance testing is

W&T

W&T

W&T

-1-

W&T

W&T

performed in the production environment to show that the system operates as the custo-

mer expects

it

to [FUJI78].

important to both the developer and the customer, even when
For assurance that the software functions properly, the
developer may perform complete acceptance testing, prior to releasing the software product to the customer for the customer's acceptance testing. The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology refers to this type of acceptance testing as

Acceptance testing

is

the organizations are the same.

"qualification testing"

Qualification testing provides developers the oppor-

[IEEE729].

tunity to locate and modify difficult procedures and causes of program failures before

Customers whose

customers try the program.
highly unsatisfactory

may

first

acceptance test of a program

is

lose confidence in that program, regardless of later successful

acceptance tests on a modified version of the program [GLAS79].
In

many

program copy with a baseline set
Customers then execute the
to verify that the program has been correctly installed. Customers should

instances, the developers send customers a

of acceptance tests already executed at the developer's site.

baseline set

expand

this baseline set to verify that features not included in the developers' test set

will function appropriately.

ence

of,

Acceptance testing

the software customer, at the customer

TASKS

for

is

performed either by, or

site.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING

o Define the acceptance criteria
o Determine the test approach
o Determine organization, resource, other needs

o Select analysis techniques
o Write the acceptance test plan
o Review the acceptance test plan
o Design test cases
o Write test procedures
o Review for test readiness
o Execute tests
o Analyze tests

o Specify accept /reject recommendations

Figure

1.

Acceptance test
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activities

in the pres-

;

!

I

3.

ACCEPTANCE TEST MANAGEMENT
Effective acceptance testing requires effective

expertise.

The acceptance

test

management

skills as well as technical

manager should be an experienced

staff

member and

should be included in the early project decisions that will affect the acceptance testing.
The acceptance test manager defines the objectives of the task and a plan for meeting
them. The manager implements the plan and determines if the implementation has met
the objectives [CELE81].

one of the most important functions of the acceptance test manager.
Defining the objectives and a plan to meet them requires careful thought and covers all
aspects of the acceptance testing process. The test manager should have the acceptance
test plan ready for inclusion in one of the early major project reviews (usually the design
review). Among early decisions that affect the planning are those establishing the
organization (e.g., who will design the tests, who will execute them) and those determining the methodology for the dynamic testing and other evaluations.

Planning

is

There are various ways of organizing acceptance
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The

testing:

developer plans the tests; customers witness test performance;
developer and customers plan and perform tests together;

customers plan and perform tests;
customers hire third party to plan tests; customers execute the
customers hire third party to plan and execute the tests.

test objectives

the decision of

how

and the

size

tests;

and the purpose of the software system may

to organize the acceptance testing.

affect

Prior to installation, developers

may perform

the entire acceptance test, ( "qualification testing") [IEEE729]. For execucustomer's environment however, the developer may design tests which
demonstrate only those features known to work. The customer, on the other hand,

tion in the

should design stressful and unusual cases to assess how bug- free, trouble-free and
acceptable the software is [SH0083]. Third party acceptance testers are sometimes
hired by the customer to provide an unbiased opinion. If the customer is a customerservice group for a large computing facility, the end users may actively test the system.
Acceptance testing may also provide assurance that the program operating in production status does not adversely affect users of other programs [HOLL73].

customer and developer may work together in setting up the testing procedures. For a small project, a customer may readily perform all tasks for the
acceptance testing; for a larger project, the customer may need to interact with the
developer and may have many personnel assigned to different acceptance test tasks.
The type of software system may affect acceptance test decisions, e.g., the choice of
organization to perform acceptance testing. If the system is one whose failure could
In

many

cause severe

cases, the

damage

to

life

manager may be more likely to
system failure would cause only minimum

or financial systems, the test

want an independent evaluation than

if

inconvenience.

should define a general methodology (e.g., testing during a pilot operation, in parallel with the existing system, benchmarking, simulation, etc). When the
acceptance testing is to be performed in order to aid a selection process, (e.g., from
several similar computer programs or from similar language processors), test cases
should be designed that are readily repeatable and test all customer requirements. In

The

test plan

Sometimes
is more like a benchmark test [GILS77].
be installed in several locations. Then, the users require a

this case the acceptance test process

the software system

may

.

3

-

baseline set of tests to check for verification that the software has been installed successfully

and that the software performs

as required at

all

installations.

The test manager has responsibility for acceptance criteria and overall test procedure.
The acceptance criteria should be testable, measurable, complete and should provide
adequate coverage of the customer software requirements. The overall test procedure
provides for ensuring that test cases and procedures are written and executed for all test
requirements. An identification scheme tracing the acceptance criteria to the test
requirements, cases, procedures and results

may

aid in verifying adequate test coverage

test

procedure must also specify techniques

and completeness of execution. The overall
for collecting and analyzing the test results.

Appendix

Some

A

provides an itemized checklist of acceptance test concerns and events.

may

of the checklist steps

be eliminated or others added or rearranged according

to the needs of the project.
4.

ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
The acceptance

prepared during the definition of the requirements and is
completed in time for the design review. When written by someone other than the customer, the plan is also reviewed to obtain agreement on what tests must be successfully
completed [MULL77]. Two Federal software engineering guidelines [FIPS38, FIPSlOl]
provide outlines for test plans; either format may be tailored to include information for
acceptance testing as shown in Figure 2.
test plan

is

ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN CONTENTS
Project Description
Brief

summary

Management
Organization and responsibilities
Controls and procedures
Resource and schedule estimates

Reviews
Constraints

Requirements

for special tools, data, training

Test Overviews
Test objectives
Acceptance criteria
Test requirements
General approach
Test and examination techniques

Test Execution
Data

collection

and analysis

Begin, stop conditions

Anomaly handling
Configuration control procedures

Test library

Sign

Figure

-

2.

Off

Topics to address in acceptance test plan

-

4

-

The acceptance

should provide a brief project overview and sufficient information for proper design, execution, monitoring and analysis of the acceptance testing.
The organization responsible for the acceptance testing, staffing, control procedures,
review mechanisms, and sign-off authority should be specified. Resource and schedule
estimates, test data requirements for test data, software tools, staff training, and other
special needs should be included. Contingency planning (e.g., change in project plan
affecting timing of acceptance testing) should include, if possible, an alternative method
for completing the acceptance testing.
test plan

overview describes the acceptance test objectives. The approach
to the acceptance test and the details of the test environment should be clearly defined.
The test approach may be determined by the installation technique for a software system. For example, a new software system may be installed and tested while customers
continue to use an older system; this is an approach referred to as parallel testing.
Alternatively, the new software system may be installed and tested in parts, while phasing out the old system.
A software system may be installed with different
hardware/software configurations at various sites. Real time software may require simulation testing or other techniques. In each of these situations, the selection of test techniques and organization of test cases may be different.

The acceptance

test

The acceptance test plan presents the acceptance criteria in quantified terms and provides a mechanism for tracing the acceptance criteria to the customer software requirements. The test requirements are defined from the acceptance criteria. The plan should
identify a method to ensure that all test requirements are included in the test cases and
procedures.

The plan should contain an overview

of

the analysis techniques to be used and the

all

procedures for reporting and analyzing the results of acceptance testing. Some techniques may involve manual examination or other methods that do not depend on program execution. Examples of test and examination techniques include but are not
necessarily restricted to:

o functional tests (e.g., a complete payroll process);
o negative tests (e.g., testing with bad data to check error recovery);
o special cases (e.g., testing limits or non-existent paths);

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

document examination;
stress testing (e.g., large

recovery testing

(e.g.,

amounts of data, many

users);

hardware system crashes, bad user data);

maintainability evaluation;
user procedure testing

(e.g., for

starting or stopping system);

user friendliness evaluation;
security testing.

The acceptance test plan provides general information for the tests; details for the
execution and analysis of each test are provided in the test cases and procedures. The
test library that contains
plan may also specify the requirements for a test library.
test execution histories as well as the test cases and procedures may ensure that acceptance testing of later releases of the software system exercise the appropriate set of tests

A

for a specific release.

-

5

-

5.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Acceptance criteria are necessary to determine if the implementation of the acceptance test plan has achieved the test objectives. Broadly, the test objectives are to
demonstrate that the software system satisfies customer requirements. The development
of the acceptance criteria should occur when the requirements for the software system

The requirements document should specify the functions of the
software system, descriptions of the system features, and deliverable items, (e.g., user
documentation). The acceptance criteria should specify baselines against which the performance of the functional requirements and other features and deliverables of the
are initially defined.

software system will be evaluated.

Figure 3

lists

selected software deliverables. Figure 4

lists

typical software qualities

which the deliverables might be examined. These figures do not include all qualities
and do not imply inclusion of all items in the software requirements;
they serve only as a checklist. Those planning the acceptance tests may examine the
software requirements for inclusion of any of these items and define criteria and tests
based upon them. For example, when security requirements exist, management must
for

for all deliverables

ensure that criteria for security are included in the acceptance criteria.

SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES
Requirements specifications
Design documents
Configuration control procedures
Quality assurance plan
plan

Source listings
Software code
Support software
Training
User manual

Test library

System manual
Operation manual

W&T
W&T summary report

Figure

3.

Selected software deliverables

The acceptance criteria are the baselines against which the software requirements
will be tested. They are a verifiable set which can be traced to the software requirements. The criteria may include a functional description of a complete process from
which a

test

case

may

be developed

(e.g.,

a complete payroll process, an inventory

update, or a text-preparation session). The development of a well-defined set of criteria
depends on a well-defined set of requirements. Words such as "multi-user," fast
response time," "large sample" are nebulous but the phrases "100 to 120 simultaneous
users," "1 second response for clearing the screen, draw 2nd frame," "1000 data points
per curve" provide testable requirements.

Similar approaches should be used to describe

required accuracy for mathematical functions and other functional capabilities.
(e.g.,

standards,

stated.

human

factors) against

which documents

will

Criteria

be assessed need to be

Finally the criteria should state clearly the acceptance or rejection policy con-

cerning items such as the

number and types

of unresolved anomalies, the types of

patches, and inconsistencies between the code and the documentation and the user pro-

cedures and documentation.

Software requirements frequently are changed between their initial definition and the
completion of the software system. When this occurs, there can and should be iteration

-

6 -

SOFTWARE QUALITIES
Correctness

Completeness

Functionality

.Flexibility

Ease of installation
Performance

Portability

Maintainability

Reliability

Integrity

Standards adherence

Security

Adequacy

Usability

of

documents

Testability

Figure

4.

Selected software qualities

between the requirements and the acceptance
well-defined and measurable.

At the time

criteria to ensure that

both sets remain

of testing or other examination the accep-

tance criteria may be used to build a matrix relating software requirements to
showing achievement of the requirements.
6.

tests

ACCEPTANCE TEST CASES AND PROCEDURES

Design of test cases that completely test a system is often a very difficult task. The
total complement of acceptance tests may test individual features, combinations of
features, or total system operation and may also specify examinations that do not
require

program execution.
and functions and combitesting to only some of the

Ideally, acceptance testing should test all possible features

However, resource constraints may limit
combinations of program features for a system. In such situations, test
designers need a basis or methodology for selecting features to test, (e.g., features that
will be used most frequently, those whose errors would bring down the entire system, or
Test data design
functions that are particularly difficult to transform to code).
approaches such as that developed by Redwine [REDW83], although intended for system testing, may sometimes be extrapolated to acceptance testing. The test cases
should also be carefully designed to cover features external to the program functions
that are related to performance and stress (e.g., restart capability, large data files, user
Readable, understandable and complete requirements
errors with on-line systems).
acceptance criteria aid in test case selection and test
quantitative
specifications and
nations of them.
possible

design.

Each

test case consists of the overall scope, a description of the features to be tested,

a stated objective, a design, and a procedure description. The procedure description contains input data, expected output data, and details for the execution of each test. Pro-

contain more information than shown in Figure 5. The goals are to provide all necessary information to the tester at the time of execution and to enable a test
to be easily repeated under the same conditions.
cedures

may

Acceptance testing should be performed

manner. The total accepwhich the various tests and examina-

in a systematic

tance test procedure should specify the order in
tions will be executed. Clearly-defined procedures for the individual test cases enable

-
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WRITTEN TEST PROCEDURES IDENTIFY:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Test objective
Personnel responsible for test
Necessary equipment, location of test
Input materials, e.g., support software
Input data
Expected output
Constraints
Required test preparation, setup
Operator actions, console setups
Prerequisite testing

Acceptance

criteria

Retest criteria for failed test
Step-by-step execution instructions

Figure

5.

Details contained in test procedures

methodical execution of the tests, repetition of the tests, and easier identification of
problems within the acceptance test cases. An acceptance test readiness review, just
prior to the acceptance testing, will help to ensure that all preliminary arrangements for
test execution have been completed and that the appropriate system configuration and
test materials are ready.

7.

ANALYSIS OF ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS

A

Test design includes design of methods to record and to analyze test results.
method for comparing the expected output data with the actual output data should be
planned in advance of the test execution; combinations of automated comparisons or
manual examinations may be used. Algorithms necessary for complete analysis of the

data should also be specified in advance of the test execution. Some system features
(e.g., timing, size, security), may require special software or hardware for recording and
comparison. For example, if a one second screen response is required, then there must
be a means of recording the response time. In other cases, the users may need to specify
means of capturing a picture of the entire screen for comparison with the requirements.

Without clearly-defined specifications, analysis of documentation may be difficult.
Requirements for user features need to be quantified in the acceptance criteria. Criteria
for a simple system might specify that customers be able to successfully use the system
after one hour of training. For complex systems, the criteria might specify user training
and experimentation for a longer period of time but with an established limit. Acceptance of a document may depend on examination. For example, a user manual may be
examined for standards adherence as well as for descriptions of features, types of input
and output data, and procedures for using the system, such as timing estimates and file
setups. If the developer's requirements for quality assurance,
and configuration
management are to be checked for adequacy and implementation, then an examination
method should be specified in the plan.

W&T,

-

8
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8.

SIGN-OFF
The purpose

of acceptance testing

not the system should be accepted.

is

to enable the customer to determine whether or

The degree

of formality of this acceptance should be

decided when the acquisition contract is signed, and should be adhered to during acceptance testing. The level of formality may include test witnessing during key acceptance
tests; in

other cases, the customers

The recommendation

may

execute the tests.

to accept or reject the software

may

be written with caveats.
situations in which the software

For example, a recommendation to reject may cite
would cause serious effects if anomalies were not corrected. Another recommendation
may cite reasons to accept software even with some uncorrected defects or some components missing. The sign-off procedures, including the name of person or agent of the
person who has sign-off authority, should be clearly stated.
9.

SUMMARY

This report addresses management concerns and technical direction for the acceptance testing of computer software. The acceptance test manager should define the following items prior to acceptance test execution:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

comprehensive acceptance test plan
quantified acceptance criteria
test methodology
detailed checklist of all acceptance test

activities

itemized, repeatable test cases and procedures

methods

for collection

and evaluation of

test results

iteration procedures for changes to test items
sign-off criteria.

Acceptance testing of computer software enables customers to determine whether or
its requirements and is ready to be accepted. Acceptance
testing requires careful planning during requirements definition. Developers and customers need to work together to determine a set of quantified acceptance criteria for the
software functional requirements and other features of the software products. Acceptance testing may include various types of analyses in order to demonstrate that these
criteria have been met. Detailed test and examination procedures help to ensure that a
specific analysis technique is correctly applied to the software feature for which it was
not a software system satisfies

designed.

Developers may perform the acceptance test at their sites in order to satisfy themselves that the software system qualifies for acceptance. Final acceptance testing, however, is generally performed in the customer environment, either by, or in the presence
of, the customer.

-
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APPENDIX A. ACCEPTANCE TEST CHECKLIST
The following checklist is provided as an aid to the acceptance test planner. The list
intended only as guidance and is not intended to be complete or rigid; the planner
should add, delete or change items according to specific project needs.
is

Build glossary

o acronym definitions
o special definitions used in test plan or other documents
Cite reference documents

o standards
o project documents
o other applicable documents

Develop acceptance

criteria

o measurable, quantitative, traceable to software requirements
o aid in understanding requirements

Change acceptance

criteria

o after review
o after changes to requirements
Identify test objectives

o general objectives
o specific to test groupings

Determine
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

test

methodology

benchmark

testing

baseline
parallel
pilot operation

in stages, after installation of

each component

by features
by combination of features
by simulation
on site, total system
by end user usage
standard system tests
combinations of above
other

-
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-

Determine types of
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

tests

and evaluations

functional

boundary
error handling
stress

data management
user interfaces

performance

o configuration for different environments
o installation procedures

o
o
o
o
o

recovery procedures

document examination
maintainability evaluation

procedures for system execution
other

Cite deliverables

o deliverables to be accepted
o methods of examination

Determine resource needs
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

hardware
software
personnel

scheduling

support tools
training

other

Determine developer/customer

Make
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

staffing

for

roles

recommendations

anomaly corrections

for test designs, cases, procedures,

and execution

for test support (define requirements for

data

sets, build-extract files)

scheduling
assisting users in the acceptance testing
for test library

management and production control-copy-rename data

to initiate, modify, monitor test system

technical support- for system performance, backup-recovery during

acceptance tests
o test witnesses

o other

-
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-

Determine
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

for testing
for

data collection

for statistics

on timing, scheduling

for test identification

for library entries, exits

by system
on performance

to record results generated
to record results

to analyze results

Determine
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

specific techniques

policies

when
when
when

to begin

to stop for corrections
to

STOP

-

testing complete

what to do for "unexpected" anomaly
how to determine system adequately tested
retest policy, both before and after change
for test witnessing
for sign-off

other

Write the

test plan

o project

summary

o test objectives
o acceptance criteria
o test requirements
o management information

Design

test cases

and procedures

o state specific objective
o specific test
o test criteria

o command languages
o data (input, expected output)
o resources (time, hardware, software, personnel)
o constraints

Perform readiness tasks
o review test plans
o install support software
o train staff
o review for test readiness

-
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-

Execute tests
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

arrange for computer facilities
get all data/test cases together
check that test witness present, if required
run test according to pre-set procedures
test

complete-succeed

test complete-fail
test incomplete-fail

Collect test results

Analyze

Make

test results

acceptance decisions

o for acceptance, follow sign-off procedures
o for rejection,
* check for error in test materials
or
*

return product to developer and

locate proper iteration level
for acceptance test.
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